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Discrete homoclinic orbits in a laser with feedback
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We provide experimental evidence of the discrete character of homoclinic chaos in a laser with feedback.
We show that the narrow chaotic windows are distributed exponentially as a function of a control parameter.
The number of consecutive chaotic regions corresponds to the number of loops around the saddle focus
responsible for Shilnikov chaos. The characterization of homoclinic chaos is also done through the return map
of the return times at a suitable reference point.

PACS number~s!: 05.45.Gg, 05.45.Ac, 42.55.Lt, 42.65.Sf
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Experimentally, Shilnikov chaos@1# has been previously
observed in a single mode laser with feedback@2#, in the
Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction@3#, in a laser with a satu-
rable absorber@4#, in a glow discharge plasma@5#, in an
optically bistable device@6#, in a multimode laser@7#, and in
some other systems. The detailed aspects of the homoc
chaos depend sensitively on the setting of the control par
eters. Normally homoclinic orbits are located within ve
narrow parameter ranges between periodical ranges. Th
fore, in experiments it is difficult to fix the system in th
neighborhood of a homoclinic orbit because of noise or sm
unavoidable fluctuations of the system parameters. In
present and earlier experiments on a single-mode CO2 laser
with feedback@2#, a careful setting of the parameters pr
vides orbits characterized by a large damped oscillation w
n periods followed by a smaller growing oscillation withm
periods.

The example of the experimental time series correspo
ing to the P43 periodic orbit is shown in Fig. 1~a!. This
regime is characterized by the alternation of four short a
three long oscillations and the corresponding duration tim
have been called, respectively,t01 and t10. In the corre-
sponding phase-space diagram presented in Fig. 1~b!, one
can seen54 inward andm53 outward spirals around th
saddle point 1. The overall time associated with the two s
rals is denoted ast00. After a time intervalt0 spent near
point 0, another homoclinic cycle starts. By varying the co
trol parameters, one can change the number of the loops
in other words, the type of periodicity. Within very narro
parameter ranges, the inward spiral transforms to the qu
homoclinic orbit associated with the outward spiraling sad
set, i.e., with the fixed point 1. The number of outward spi
loops m depends on how close the trajectory approac
fixed point 1 after the reinjection. Therefore, the timet10
varies from one homoclinic cycle to the another. Theore
cally, the number of quasihomoclinic cycles increases w
out a limit as the system approaches the homoclinic bifur
tion. When the control parameter is changed,m changes
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discretely by adding or deleting one loop. Each change inm
is accompanied by a different chaotic motion. Thus the
moclinic chaos has a discrete behavior with respect to
control parameters.

The present Brief Report is primarily concerned wi

y
:

FIG. 1. ~a! Experimental time series of the laser intensity a
definitions of the characteristic timest01, t10, t00, and t0. ~b!
Corresponding phase-space trajectory on the 3D projection of
6D space. The phase space is built by an embedding technique
appropriate delays. Bias voltageB5210 V. Feedback gain
A52055.
8823 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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identifying regions of operation in which homoclinic cha
can be observed, even though such regions can be quite
row. We demonstrate experimentally the discrete behavio
this homoclinic chaos, that is, we reveal how by changin
control parameter one can change the numberm of loops
around the saddle focus. To our knowledge, no accu
characterization of the discrete behavior of homoclinic ch
has been previously reported in physical systems, altho
the effect of discretization has been described in the m
ematical literature@8#. We show how these regions depe
on the control parameters. We also characterize homoc
chaos by the return map of the return times~RMRT!, as
introduced in Ref.@9# and later applied in Ref.@10#.

The experiments have been carried on a single-mode2
laser with feedback. The experimental setup was already
scribed elsewhere@11#. An intracavity loss modulator is
driven by a bias voltageB, which acts as a control paramete
plus a signal feedback from a detector inspecting the amo
of output intensity, and amplified by a factorA. A is the
second control parameter. Thus, the laser with feedback
resents an autonomous system, where the feedback pro
an additional degree of freedom, which is necessary to
serve chaos. In Fig. 2, we show how the number of loo
depends on the control parameters. We have found thatm is
separatedexponentially with the bias voltage, whilen
changes approximately equidistantly with the feedback g
Each steep change ofm is accompanied by the very narro
chaotic regionsCj indicated by the arrows, wherej is the
number of a chaotic state that corresponds to the numbe
the loopsm around fixed point 1@Fig. 2~a!#. Instead, the
number of loops in the inward spiral is not associated w
chaos and changes equidistantly with a parameter@Fig. 2~b!#.
We have detected up to six homoclinic chaotic states, s
the maximum observed loopsm was six.

FIG. 2. Discretization of dynamical states. Experimental nu
bers~a! m and~b! n vs feedback gain. The fixed control paramete
are ~a! A51730, ~b! B5210 V.
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Return time maps are an extremely convenient tool
analyzing homoclinic chaos@9,10#. Rather than looking at
the reconstructed phase-space trajectory, the informatio
derived directly from the time evolution of the signal. W
recall ~see Refs.@9,11#! that a map of the global return time
can be built by the local analysis around the saddle focus
map of the global return time in the chaotic regime is ma
of many oscillations crossing the diagonal straight line of
plane (tn11 ,tn) ~locus of fixed points! at angles much large
than 45°, thus showing very high local expansion rates. A
result, tiny changes in a control parameter may induce d
matic changes in the range of return times. A return ti
return map, i.e., the plott i 11 versust i , can be derived from
the temporal evolution of the laser intensity~Fig. 3!. We
consider the intersections with the surface of constant in
sity (I 544 mV) that cuts all oscillations wheneverdI/dt
,0 @10#, then we determine the timest i between successiv
intersections. The experimental RMRT corresponding
chaosC5 is shown in Fig. 4. One can see that the RMR
present a multivalued structure. This map is quite differ
from those reported in Ref.@9#, which were taken setting a
high threshold value, and thus reporting the occurrence
the highest spikes. In Ref.@9# no detail on the number o
loops around saddle focus 1 could be obtained. This w
point of the previous investigation is amended by the exp
ment of the present work.

-

FIG. 3. Portion of time series for chaotic windowC5. For cal-
culating RMRT, the signal is sampled atI 0544 mV.

FIG. 4. Experimental RMRT forC5.
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Thus, the performed time series and return time anal
of the experimental data confirms the discrete characte
homoclinic chaos. This discrete character had already b
observed in the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction@3#, however
the exponential dependence of periodic and chaotic wind
is demonstrated here. In conclusion, while previous wo
monitored the overall return time@9# or stabilized the fixed
point 1 @12# or just the first limit cycle around it@13#, here
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we provide the parameter value for the onset of a differ
number of loops around the saddle focus.
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